Invitation to the Research Day
of the Emil Fischer Graduate Programme

Thursday 9th July 2015
Institute of Biochemistry, Fahrstraße 17

14:00 Opening and introduction of new efs members

following Lecture Prof. Dr. Klaus Müller, F. Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel
"Fascination and Challenges for Chemists in Modern Pharmaceutical Research"

15:30 Short Lecture Rebecca Hoffmann, Erlangen
"Exploring Viral Interference using Peptides"

15:45 Short Lecture Marie Gienger, Erlangen
"Synthesis of heterobivalent dopamine receptor ligands"

16:00 Poster Session/Coffee Break

16:30 Short Lecture Thomas Sommer, Erlangen
"In silico 3D compound databases and virtual screening - valuable tools in food chemistry?"

16:45 Short Lecture Thomas Ertl, Regensburg
"New neuropeptide Y ligands"

17:00 Lecture Prof. Dr. Andriy Mokhir, Erlangen
"Chemical catalytic reactions for control and monitoring of biochemical processes"

18:00 Poster Session/Presentation of research fields and topics for bachelor theses in medicinal and food chemistry (P. Gmeiner, J. Eichler, M. Pischetsrieder, O. Prante, K. Friedland, M. Heinrich)

c. 19:00 Barbecue

Members of all participating groups as well as guests are welcome!